In the past, the design of gesture-based interfaces has focused on issues of gesture recognition with consideration of social or practical factors that affect the ability of users to perform gestures on the go largely missing. This work describes two important aspects of gestures design for mobile gesture and body-based interaction. First, this paper discusses the social acceptability of using gesture-based interfaces in the variety of locations where mobile interfaces are used. This includes a discussion of a variety of methods that can be used to evaluate social acceptability early on in the development process. Second, this paper discusses the practical implications of creating gesture recognition using accelerometer based sensing given the challenges of gesturing in mobile situations. This includes a discussion of body-based interactions and the scenarios where these might be used successfully.
Introduction
Although gesture-based interfaces have become a popular topic for research since the success of the "Put-That-There" system in 1980 [1] , gestures have not seen successful widespread use. Even though many smart phones now have the capabilities, through accelerometer based sensing, to recognize gestures, users seem unwilling to accept gesture-based interactions outside of the gaming or novelty applications. This paper discusses some reasons for this, including the social acceptability of gesturing in public and the practical implications of using gestures as part of a mobile interface.
Understanding Gestures
The use of gestures in interfaces has ranged widely from conversational interfaces with speech and gestures used together to interfaces using arbitrary gestures languages. However, when thinking about using gestures as part of an interface, it is important to consider what is being considered as a gesture, and what aspects of the working definition are important to the interface being designed. Although there is no clear or widely accepted definition of 'gesture,' the scope of gestures chosen for an interface has clear implications to the kinds of interactions that interface will facilitate. The following definitions of gesture seek to explore these issues.
Kendon gives a general definition of gestures as voluntary and expressive movements of the body [10] . Kendon's definition of gesture includes what would commonly be thought of as "conversational" gestures, but does not provide guidance in determining which gestures belong to this set. Specifically, this definition fails to address how context, perception, meaning, and relationship to speech affect how an action is identified as a gesture. Kendon does discuss the role that perception plays into determining whether a given action is a gesture [11] even though this isn't included in his definition. Kendon states that individuals are able to understand gestures and identify expressive intent simply by watching how the action is performed. This results in the circular definition that a gesture is simply an action that is considered a gesture by others. This kind of definition is even less helpful than others in determining what is a gesture. In order to narrow down the definition of gesture, Kendon's work only considers those gestures that are used along with speech and are perceived by observers as part of the meaning of the speech. Accidental gestures and fidgeting are not included in his analysis. This difference between the general definition of gestures and the applied definition gesture can be seen in many of the following examples.
Cassell defines gestures as hand movements occur during speech [2] although she criticizes this limited definition. Cassell states that many systems that use gesture recognition focus on "gesture languages" rather than gestures that naturally occur with speech. However, she goes on to state that the communicative elements of gestures that occur with speech are important elements needed to create natural user interfaces. Väänänen and Böhm define gestures as "body movements which are used to convey some kind of information from one person to another" [17] . This definition is then further refined, including that information conveyed by gestures is easily understood by observers yet vague and implicit in nature. For example, an individual might use a gesture alongside the speech "I only want a little bit a milk in my coffee." The gesture will communicate that a small amount of milk is desired, but does not say how much is considered "a little bit" by the speaker. For the purpose of their system, Väänänen and Böhm highlight that gestures used in human computer interfaces must have defined meanings, which is in direct opposition with gestures as they are used in daily life. In order to accommodate the technical restrictions of their gesture-based interface, a limited definition of gestures is used.
For the final system, a set of postures is implemented in place of more fluid or natural gestures. These hand positions included finger pointing, an open palm, and fist. While they are easy to perform movements, they are arbitrary movements and fall short of the original definition that revolved around information exchange.
A major issue with gesture definition is the difference between "conversational gestures" that occur naturally with speech and "gesture languages" that are commonly used in gesture-based systems [19] . Gesture systems such as the general use hand pose recognition system [20] describe a gesture language that can used to define gestures for an interface. These gestures, however, would not fall into the everyday meaning of the term "gesture" but rather a "gesture system." For example, Clara Rockmore's "aerial positions" for playing the Theremin might be considered gestures using one of the above definitions, but this is more like a gesture system in that it is a set of hand positions used in a formally structured manner. These gesture systems might better describe how gestures are used in computing science, but this definition might take away the natural interaction that gestures originally sought to provide [18] . Some researchers argue that gestures cannot be examined without the linguistic context where they occur [12] , but multimodal systems have both incorporated speech [1] and used gestures on their own [9] . Since speech plays a significant role in individuals' understanding of gesture meanings [6] , using gestures without speech could in some cases remove any natural or cognitive advantages that gestures might have over other forms of communication. Because of this, system designers must carefully evaluate their applied definition of gesture to ensure they are not stripping away the benefits of using gesture.
Gestures and Social Acceptability
Previous work in multimodal interaction has mainly revolved around issues in recognition and detection, as well as advancements in sensing technologies. However, in order to design multimodal interfaces to provide a satisfying and enjoyable experience, interface designers must also consider the social acceptability of using these interfaces in public spaces. This is not simply an issue of "acceptable" or "unacceptable," but a dynamic decision process that occurs in different social contexts at different stages of experience.
Our previous work in understanding social acceptable has utilized a variety of methods, including surveys [15] , on-the-street user studies [15] , experience prototyping and focus groups [16] . The on-the-street study required participants to perform a set of gestures in both a public outdoor setting and a private indoor setting over three repeated trials. The gestures were selected from a previous survey study to include both highly acceptable and unacceptable gestures. Multiple trials were completed to test the survey results over time, and observe if and how participants' opinions of the gestures changed. The results of this study showed there were significant changes in opinion over time, and also gave insights into the reasons why individuals liked or disliked gestures. The next study involved a survey that incorporated both gesture and voice commands. For the purpose of this survey, a categorization of gestures and voice commands was developed. The survey asked respondents to imagine different situations where they might use a gesture and voice command, giving clear scenarios including the location and audience. The results of this survey showed how gesture and voice ranked, with gestures being more accepted overall than voice commands. This survey also showed the affect that different audiences in the same locations have on social acceptability. This survey was followed by a focus group study, which expanded the gesture and voice lists and used a variety of low-cost prototypes developed for the groups. Participants were also grouped into separate age categories, with groups including participants aged 18-29 and groups including participants age 70-95. The results of this study demonstrated how participants imagined these interfaces working in the real world, and what anxieties they had about using them. This also showed an important difference in the way that older adults approached the gesture and voice commands as compared to the younger adults, resulting in different preferences and different concerns. In each of these studies, the importance of early evaluation and methods for evaluating large sets of gestures at low cost has been emphasized. The importance of gesture selection and evaluation before development can lead to more usable and enjoyable interfaces overall.
Although gestures can provide a rich interaction experience, using gestures in the context of an interface poses challenges. Researchers argue that gestures cannot be examined outside of the context of speech, yet they are used this way in many multimodal interfaces. The gestures commonly used in multimodal interfaces are often sets of arbitrary hand positions designed for the system, rather than something resembling our everyday conversational gestures. While this issue may occur due to technological constraints, it is also due to an incomplete understanding of how users understand and adopt gestures as part of an interface.
Social Acceptability and Gesture-Based Interfaces
Because gesture-based interfaces require users to adopt new and possibly strange behaviors in public spaces, the design of gestures used in these interfaces must take into account the possible meanings that gestures might have when used in this context and the social acceptability of performing that gesture in social settings. This means that designers must understand a variety of factors that influence the way that gestures will be used, including issues of performance, the influence of spectators, and the ways in which technology influences gesturing. These factors each contribute to an overall concept of social acceptability, where the acceptability of a certain action is being constantly evaluated and reevaluated by the performer given continuous feedback from spectators. Thus, social acceptability is not simply a matter of acceptable or unacceptable, but an ongoing decision process.
Performance
Goffman describes every action that takes place in a public setting as a performance [1] , and as mobile phones become increasingly integrated into our personal appearance, mobile phone usage becomes a performance. The variety of places where mobile interfaces are used means that performances are constantly changing and being reevaluated. With respect to gesture-based interfaces, the performative aspects of these interactions are accentuated given the often highly visible nature of these interactions. The required performance of a given gestures varies both on the gesture itself and the performer perceptions of that gesture. Evaluations of performance and perceptions of gestures can be done early in the development process through the use of surveys and video prototypes. Our previous work using surveys to evaluate social acceptability based on visual aspects of the gestures and the places they might be used proved a valuable evaluation tool [15] .
User Experience and Spectators
Although the exact scope and definition of user experience is still debated, it is clear that an understanding of an individual's thoughts, feelings and reactions to an interface are important factors that designers must consider [13] . With respect to gesture-based interaction, an understanding of the user experience of these interactions is especially important because these interactions often require users to try new and possibly unfamiliar actions. The experience of using an interface develops and changes over time as the user is continually exposed to the interaction and experiences it in different settings with different people. User experience, however, is essentially an individual experience [13] . Although other people and spectators heavily influence the social context where an interaction takes place, the decision to interact and the experience of doing so is a personal and individual experience.
Because mobile phones are commonly used in public settings, the presence of spectators and the performative aspects of multimodal interactions play an important role in user acceptance. Following from Goffman's assertion that all actions done in a public setting are performances [8] , the performance of an interaction with a mobile device can range from unconscious, automatic actions to explicit and deliberate performance on a stage. The presence of spectators and their affect on the performers has a major influence on the type of interaction the performer will experience [14] . Because of this, performer and spectator roles should play an important part in the design of multimodal mobile interfaces and the evaluation of social acceptability. Early evaluations involving user experience can be completed using low-cost prototypes in focus group settings [16] . The prototypes used in this study allowed uses to experience different gestures and voice commands without the need for sophisticated systems. The simple prototypes also allowed for a large number of interaction techniques to be tested at once. An on-the-street study also allows for early evaluations of social acceptability that take into account the affects which spectators have an evaluations of social acceptability [15] .
Technology and Social Acceptability
When individuals imagine the experience of performing gestures in public places, the role that technology plays in facilitating or obstructing an interaction plays an important role in how acceptable a certain interaction will be. In particular, failure scenarios, even when simply imagined rather than experienced, are enough to make an action unacceptable if the user perceives that these failures are likely to occur or likely to cause embarrassment. For example, our previous work shows that users were concerned that an interface would be unable to successfully recognize inputs, results in repeated and increasingly erratic motions to successfully complete a gesture [16] . While the error could happen to any gesture, errors executing a foot tap versus a shrug would lead to very different behaviors. Users were also concerned about the possibility of false positive recognitions by a system, and those gestures that users felt they were more likely to perform 'by accident' were less acceptable [16] . These issues can be discussed even when sophisticated sensing and technology is not part of a user evaluation. In our previous focus group study, participants brought up these issues and anxieties when presented with a variety of low-tech prototypes that portray the devices and sensors that would be part of an interface [16] .
Social Acceptability
Individuals make decisions about the social acceptability of their actions by gathering information about their current surroundings and using their existing knowledge [8] . Appropriate actions are then carried out and feedback is gathered through the reactions of observers. The process of experiencing an interface and determining the social acceptability of performing is an ongoing process that changes over time. The social acceptability of technology usage is not a simple matter of embarrassment or politeness, but a continuous evaluation that is influenced by a variety of factors. The factors that influence these decisions include the performance of the action, the experience the user hopes or expects to take away, and the perceived reactions of spectators. These can be evaluated using methods that can be completed early on in the development process and encourage evaluation of more interaction techniques than traditional user studies.
Body-Based Gesturing
While social acceptability is an important aspect of designing gesture-based interfaces, we must also be aware of the practical and technical implications of using the gestures in the variety of places where mobile interfaces are used. Can we design gesture interfaces that are usable while the user is on the move; on a bus or train or while walking? The gestures should be robust to the noisy input channels that a mobile setting invariably creates, and allow a user to use the interface in a low effort, comfortable and safe manner. When designing interactions for use in a mobile context, we cannot assume that the interactions are the user's primary task. For a user crossing a road or walking down a busy street, the primary goal is to navigate the environment safely, avoiding cars and other pedestrians. Users needs to use their eyes to identify obstacles and safety hazards in the environment and avoid them. To a lesser extent users may also use their auditory sense, although the widespread use of music players while on the move suggests that the auditory sense is secondary to vision when navigating. To design an interface that can be used while on the move, there may be benefit in shifting the feedback away from the mobile device's screen and on to the other senses such as hearing and touch. From the point of view of the user's input into the system, again we must take into account mobile contexts. When away from the desktop and involved in other tasks, users may be encumbered, carrying bags or children or holding onto handles to stabilize themselves while standing on public transport. Interfaces designed to be used while encumbered in this manner could lead to very different ways of interacting with a device.
In almost all interfaces, including current gesture-based interfaces, interactions happen through the device. This could be through finger gestures on a touchscreen, pressing physical buttons on the device, or even by moving or orientating the device in a specific way. By shifting away from device-based interactions towards input techniques where the phone remains in the pocket, it is possible to envisage hands free interaction techniques. By employing a whole body interaction mechanism, we can start to take advantage of other areas of the body to provide fast, low effort interaction for mobile situations. For example, users could interact through wrist rotation, or nodding, pointing or shaking their head. For scenarios where the user may be seated or standing, for example on public transport for example, we might also consider foot tapping. These input channels will be lower bandwidth than the more traditional hand and finger-based interactions, but provide a mechanism to allow common actions to be performed with minimal effort and without the need to remove a phone from a pocket or bag. Here we describe three studies examining body-based interaction as an input technique for mobile interaction. In these studies we examine wrist rotation, head pointing and foot tapping as potential whole body interaction techniques for use while on the move. To allow interaction without removing the phone from a pocket, we use wearable sensor packs for input. The SHAKE is a small lightweight Bluetooth sensor pack that can be attached to different parts of a user to sense movement. It contains a three axis linear accelero meter, gyroscope and magnetometer that can be used for inertial sensing. In general, we can consider the inertial input from the user to be discrete action events or continuous steering control. For discrete action events, a gesture classifier continually monitors the stream of data from one or more sensors and attempts to identify preset patterns, such as movements corresponding to a tap, shake or preset trajectory. Once a pattern is detected and recognised, the appropriate control event is generated in the system. For a continuous control interaction, the user controls actions that happen fluidly over time, for example steering a cursor through a menu. A common continuous control input technique, which has been used for this work, uses orientation estimation of the sensor pack. The orientation of the sensor in one or more axes is used to control the position of a cursor within a workspace.
Testing Body-Based Discrete Action Event Control
We tested foot tapping as a mobile interaction technique. Foot tapping is a common action that a user may perform while listening to music for example so does not require unusual movements. We tested the technique using a menu navigation task over a two level hierarchical menu where the root nodes represent common tasks performed on a mobile device. As well as a visual representation, the menu item name was read out as the user moves over an item using high tempo speech, known as spearcons [18] , to present the audio. The menus were cyclical such that the currently selected item loops at the bottom and the top of the menus. The final item for each of the sub-menus was 'back', which returns the user to the top of the root menu. During the experiment, participants were asked to complete a set of menu selection tasks, with each task being prompted using a spearcon through the headphones to select a specific menu item. When the spearcon for the menu item was played, the user would then navigate to and select the menu item requested. To navigate through the menus, users tapped their right foot to move down through the menu and tapped their left foot to make a selection. Taps were detected using a high pass filtered accelerometer signal from a sensor pack attached to each foot. For comparison, both a visual control condition and a pocket condition were also completed. In the visual condition the participants were seated and held the phone in their dominant hand. To navigate they used the up/down keys on the phone keyboard, while a selection was made using the central select key. For the in pocket condition, the participants all wore the same jacket with an inside breast pocket. Before each selection, the phone was placed in the pocket. When prompted, the participants removed the phone from the pocket, and navigated to the appropriate menu item as with the visual condition. Twelve users navigated through the menus using all three conditions in a counterbalanced order.
Detailed statistical analysis of the results can be found in [5] . When examining the overall results, it is clear that as a general mobile input technique, foot tapping by itself cannot be considered superior to the traditional mechanisms. Both the visual condition and the in pocket condition demonstrated higher accuracy and faster selection times than the foot tapping condition. This is hardly surprising given the high number of taps or button presses to reach some of the menu items. Additionally, having access to the visual display of the menu allows the user to scan all the menu items quickly and move to the correct location without having the necessity of listening to each item each in turn. If we examine the trends in the data however, it is possible to see where foot tap could provide some benefit. Linear regression of the data suggests that for less than five taps, foot tap can be faster than removing the device from the pocket. In the case of common or simple menu selections, the benefit of leaving the device in the pocket would add to the benefit of quicker selection times. There are also social scenarios where users might not be willing to remove the device from their pockets. For example, in a crowded area where space is limited or theft is common users may feel more comfortable controlling their devices using foot tapping while keeping the device securing stowed.
Testing Body-Based Continuous Control
In order to apply whole body interaction for continuous control, we investigated two areas of the body to provide non-hand-based control in mobile settings; wrist and head input. To evaluate the feasibility of the techniques we use used a Fitts' Law paradigm [7] , a common method of characterising performance in a one dimensional targeting task. In this type of evaluation, participants repeatedly move between two targets of varying widths and separations with movement time and accuracy used as metrics of performance. As these interfaces are designed to be used while mobile, we tested targeting performance both while static and while walking a figure of eight route.
Wrist Rotation
Wrist rotation was sensed using the accelerometer of a SHAKE sensor pack attached to the user's wrist. The forearm was held approximately parallel to ground and rotated in a 90° workspace. For a right handed user, palm facing down corresponded to the left of the workspace, and palm facing left corresponded to the right of the workspace. Participants viewed their interactions on phone screen held in one hand. A visual display was used so that results would not be affected by a potentially poor choice of non-visual interface design. Participants selected targets by pressing a button on the phone. A button press was used so that results would not be affected by a potentially difficult or inaccurate gesture-based selection mechanism. This allowed us to investigate if wrist rotation was effective for input without other factors influencing the results. Twenty-four users performed the study both a static and a walking condition. Detailed statistical analysis can be found in [3] .
Results showed that while walking, users were significantly slower to target and significantly less accurate. Figure 14 .2 illustrates the effect that changing target width and separation had on participants mean movement time and accuracy while static and mobile. In the static condition, participants achieve a high level of accuracy (~90%) for the targets of 9° of rotation wide and larger. This suggests that participants could successfully target using wrist rotation. The walking condition was however was significantly harder for all participants who were both slower and far less accurate than in the static condition. These results for the walking conditions applied to all target width and separation combinations. It is also interesting to note that the accuracy values for this condition are less than 80% in all cases. All participants commented on the difficulty of the task and expressed low confidence in their performance. The accelerometer signal contains both the tilt from the user's targeting, and noise generated by the walking behaviour, which caused the cursor to oscillate in time with the user's walking speed making it difficult to target.
Head Tilt
In order to examine the possibility of continuous control using the body, we also completed a study using head tilt for interaction. In this study, users controlled the cursor by tilting their heads left or right within a range of ±40°. This was estimated through a sensor pack attached to a cap worn by the user. Two different mechanisms were used to control the cursor. In the first, a position control mechanism was used where the position of the cursor changed linearly with respect to the angle of the participant's head tilt. The cursor positions correspond to head positions, where holding your head at a set angle will move the cursor to the corresponding place. The second, a velocity control mechanism was used where the velocity of the cursor For the position control mechanism, the central head position corresponded to the cursor being in the centre of the phone screen. By tilting their heads left, participants could move the cursor left, with the leftmost screen position corresponding to a tilt angle of 40° (and vice versa for tilting right). For the velocity control conditions, the velocity of the cursor changed linearly with respect to the head tilt angle with the central head position corresponding to a stationary cursor. Unlike the position control condition, using velocity control allows robustness to be built into the control by using a dead zone as there is no one-to-one mapping between head tilt and cursor position. A dead-zone of ±5° was included to provide some robustness to noise from normal small head movements. Within the dead zone the cursor did not move. Similarly to the wrist rotation study, users interacted both while static and mobile. Detailed statistical results can be found here [4] . There were significant differences found in the accuracy data between the static and mobile conditions using both position and velocity control. Position control did consistently exhibit lower movement time than its velocity counterpart, and was significantly more accurate under the standing condition. However, position control was significantly worse than velocity control when mobile, with performance deteriorating significantly under the walking condition. There is the trade-off with cursor gain in the velocity controlled condition with a low cursor gain giving high accuracy and a longer target time, and high cursor gain giving a potentially faster time to target but lower accuracy. It will be possible for interface designers to shift performance between the two extremes by tuning this gain parameter.
In the static conditions, participants achieved a high level of accuracy, with approximately 80% for the targets with 7° of rotation wide and over 90% accuracy for larger targets. This suggests that participants could successfully target using head tilting. The walking conditions were however reported to be far more difficult for all participants who were both slower and far less accurate than in all other conditions for all target width-separation combinations, and particularly so for the position control condition which was significantly poorer than the others. The tendency for the cursor to oscillate with the walking was again noted. For the velocity control condition, the effect of noise seems to be reduced. This could be due firstly to the inclusion of a dead-zone around the central position making it easier for the participant to stop the cursor, and secondly since it is the velocity that is affected by the noise and not the actual cursor position.
Conclusions
There are many issues that have arisen out of this work in gesture-based interfaces that may also have an effect on practical usage but that have not yet been thoroughly investigated. With respect to social acceptability, factors such as appearance of the performer and cultural context may play a large role in social acceptability. Goffman presents the idea that appearance plays a large role in the types of actions that both performers and observers find acceptable [8] . With respect to gesturebased interfaces, the same may hold true and manifest itself through surprising and unexpected actions and responses from users. Another important issue revolves around the adaptation and appropriation of gesture-based interfaces over time. This includes not only the changes in performance from a sensing and detection point of view but also the motivations and methods that bring about that change. The types of changes in performance that users would create in order to make an interface work practically and socially in different contexts of use is relatively unknown, which makes it difficult for designers and implementers to add the right kind of flexibility and customization to an interface. Because it is important for users to feel comfortable and in control while using an interface, flexibility in personal performance while maintaining accuracy could greatly improve the usability of gesture-based interfaces overall.
Overall, this work focuses on practical usage of gestures as part of a mobile interface. We argue that successful design of gesture-based interfaces requires not only a consideration of the social acceptability of gesturing in public, but also a practical consideration of the usability and robustness of using gestures on the move. These issues can and should be addressed at different stages of development, from early conceptualization and prototyping to development, usability testing, and deployment. With a combination of prototyping with divergent interaction techniques, early evaluations of social acceptability, consideration of constraints on vision, hearing, and movement while on the go, the widespread adoption of mobile gesture-based interfaces may soon become a reality.
